
Finland’s largest magazine publisher 
boosts its online business with Intershop

About  Sanoma
Sanoma Magazines is a robustly 
developing multi-channel media 
house. Our passion is the 
development of unique content, 
attractive brands and service-
minded media solutions. Our 
product selection, composed of 
more than 40 brands, covers themes 
ranging from lifestyle to cutting-
edge technology and o� ers 
experiences, knowledge and 
entertainment for millions. Sanoma 
Magazines is the largest magazine 
publisher in Finland and a leading 
producer of publications for children 
and youth. 

Sanoma Magazines is part of 
Sanoma. Sanoma is a European 
forerunner in consumer media and 
learning.

Challenge
Sanoma Magazines Finland serves various market needs 
for its readers including delivering customised comic 
and book club webshops. These sites were delivered 
over nine di� erent e-commerce platforms with no 
synergies between them causing ine�  ciencies for the 
e-commerce team. For these reasons, the publisher was 
unable to swiftly launch new webshops and products to 
react to its market. Furthermore, the back-end system 
was outdated and needed to be replaced. 

Minsu Rauramo, E-Commerce Manager, Sanoma 
Magazines Finland said, “We have a number of 
di� erent branded book clubs and magazine 
webshops for related merchandise that required an 
e-commerce platform to support managing 
memberships and purchasing products online. We 
also needed a platform that would enable our team 
to easily launch campaigns and new sites.”

“Our challenge was to migrate all of our comic and 
book club webshops to one e-commerce platform 
that would allow us consistent functionality with 
the ability to brand each site di� erently. This would 
result in an improved customer experience as well 
as cross selling opportunities for our business.”

Sanoma Magazines Finland also required a platform that 
could help the e-commerce team with product 
maintenance without a lot of manual involvement. The 
Publisher wanted the ability to support its existing 
webshops and launch additional smaller e-commerce 
shops easily without signi� cant investment and time. 

The e-commerce platform needed to support and 
maintain magazine subscription sales across the more 
than 50 titles. 

The new e-commerce platform needed to provide 
synergies across all of the many publishers’ webshops 
while supporting each of the webshop’s marketing 
campaign needs. 

Solution
To solve its e-commerce challenges, Sanoma Magazines 
Finland turned to Intershop to provide one e-commerce 
platform across all of its print products to support club 
sites including shopping, purchasing and membership 
services. Intershop enables a consistent approach for 
the e-commerce team to deploy webshops, brand each 
as required in a consistent format and run dynamic 
campaigns and promotions for new and additional 
revenue opportunities. The integration was carried out 
by Intershop partner, Fenego, a specialised e-commerce 
integrator from Belgium.

Sanoma Magazines Finland worked with its Dutch 
counterpart, Sanoma Media Netherlands, when 
selecting Intershop. Sanoma Media Netherlands, 
working with Fenego, had already selected Intershop 
6.4 to deliver a multi-channel commerce solution. With 
Intershop, Sanoma Media Netherland created one big 
shop in six months and four di� erent shops and more 
than 80 brands , themes   and action stores in the next 
six months. Doing this enabled each Sanoma Media 
Netherlands brand to improve its online identity, o� er 
subscriptions and related products in the proper, 
branded environment.
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Rauramo continued, “After reviewing a number of 
platforms and speaking with Sanoma Media 
Netherlands, Intershop was selected as it allowed 
us to be quick and e�  cient as well as providing a 
cost-e� ective solution when launching new sites. 
Intershop also provided a licensing and operating 
model that complemented our requirements 
enabling us to create an unlimited number of new 
channels and shops.” 

“A lot of great ideas were not possible because the 
upfront costs for launching new webshops were too 
expensive. Intershop solved this problem for us. We 
are now able to cost-e� ectively roll out new sites 
quickly to meet customer demand delivering new 
sources of income for the business.”

The usage of branding packages enables a customised 
look, adapted to the target audience of each shop, while 
the general usability remains identical throughout 
Sanoma Magazines Finland’s sites. By using customer 
segmentation, and assigning consumers in di� erent 
groups, the Intershop platform enables marketing 
campaigns to be targeted speci� cally for club members 
or subscribers of speci� c magazines. 

All products and communal content is stored on the 
master level of the Sanoma Magazines Finland 
organization. Di� erent subsets of these products are 
shared with the appropriate channel to leverage 
product management e�  ciency helping to avoid 
redundant product con� guration for all shops. 

Outcome
Intershop has been rolled out already across many of 
the Publisher’s club sites; 

 https://kauppa.nettiet.fi/
 www.nti.fi
 www.guinnessworldrecords.fi
 www.lastenomakirjakerho.fi
 www.minit.fi
 www.kaak.fi
 www.raxunremppa.fi
 www.carlbarks.fi
 www.jaakonmatkassa.fi
 www.prinsessakerho.fi 

and a brand extension shop for the Finnish Donald 
Duck magazine, 

 https://kauppa.akuankka.fi/.

Now with Intershop, many various departments can 
update webshops in real time with new images, tags 
and edit pages as required for example.

Sanoma Magazines Finland continues to roll out 
Intershop across the business and the platform also 
now supports print and digital magazine 
subscription sales.

With Intershop, Sanoma Magazines Finland now has 
the e-commerce platform required to grow its online 
business targets. 
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Intershop is the leading independent provider of 
innovative and comprehensive omni-channel 
commerce solutions.

How do you achieve ambitious goals in times of 
change? All you need is a partner who can help make 
complexity simple.

Unlock your potential with the exciting possibilities 
of Intershop’s unrivaled technology and extensive 
market knowledge.

For more information on our solutions and 
services, visit www.intershop.com.

M A R K E T I N G C A M PA I G N S:  B O O K C LU B M E M B E R S

» With Intershop, we now have 
the capability to handle our 
e-commerce platforms 
ourselves choosing to work with 
other consultancies only when 
appropriate, this not only 
provides our company greater 
control but also significant cost 
savings and business 
efficiencies. « 

Minsu Rauramo 
E-Commerce-Manager,
Sanoma Magazines Finland


